When I am at school I am known as monster, although my real name is Jim. This
is due to me being the largest kid in my whole grade, including the teacher. Everybody is
scared of me with two exceptions my best friends. Dean. Is the smartest person in the
grade that is why they call him ultra-nerd. So he is a really nice person, I still don’t get
why people don’t want to be friends with him. He is very bad tempered I can understand
why he does not have any friends. He is a bully and he hits the person and just runs away
he tried to bully me, but I am the champion at heart attack he hit me but I quickly grabbed
him and he didn’t come back to me. Until another week he came to me and asked me to
be his friend in lunchtime. I asked them “If we were a gang what would we call ourselves
both of them said at the time the loner group.”

I thought for a while then started to laugh. That very day the teacher and the
principal got fired for vandalizing school property. The next day they already had a new
teacher and principal. It was a bit weird to call them; their names were really bizarre. The
teachers name was Lebra zedabrought, and the principal name is even weirder. It is
vantogen nelia. The first day I felt a little weird attending the first class. My friends said
that it is because I have only attended the first time. That it only is the first class. I
noticed something unusual, it is that she was eating a lot of a medicine. It made me feel
uncomfortable and unsafe.

The next night my friends and I went to the school when the teachers left. I went
into the classroom as the guard had helped me unlock it. I told him that I left my
notebook inside and I needed it. I went under her table and looked in the drawer and

found the medicine it looked very similar. I made a choice to switch it with my headache
medicine. I got it from home telling y mom I had a very bad headache and I was late and
I would take it in the bus. I quickly took my notebook that I had left on purpose and got
out. I thanked the guard and the guard said, “You’re welcome.”

I went home and slipped it into Deans pocket, so he could study the bottle. I made
him study the bottle because he does his homework in two seconds. We went back to
class and told the class already that the teacher may look like a alien and asked the girls
not to scream, and the boys not to say cool. She kept on eating the headache medicine; I
was wondering did she not notice it tastes different. I looked at the news; it said a teacher
from London international school has died from an overdose. That day Dean came to my
house and he said that it turns her into human for 20 minutes and the mission of theirs is
to take over our school, then the rest of the schools. After all the schools they want to rule
the whole earth. We met up with Mike and told him about the terrific plan to get rid of
the principal.

I said that we will use snare traps and trap them to the trees and switched his
medicine to think he looks like human we will take video and show him changing into an
alien and then bring it to the police station. Then the polices will capture him and study
him or something. Who knows they may even give us a treat, Mike started dreaming then
drooling. I snapped my fingers and he woke up and wiped his saliva on his sleeve. Dean
asked, “what if he escapes"
I replied, “We will have already built more snare traps.”

We set to work and Dean did all the thinking and Mike got the materials and I put
everything together. We went to the principal’s office and asked the principal to come to
my house because it is my birthday. He agreed to come to my house; so far the plan is
going well. We made him got to the front of the line and he got caught in the snare traps.
We videoed him and went to the police station and the police station took the video and
checked the video. They were checking that we didn’t use Photoshop. They came out and
said to take them where the person was. The alien was still hanging and shouting, “ You
have not won.”
The polices took the alien into the police station. The polices came out after twenty
minutes. He said, “ you boys have made a huge discovery, this is a real alien.” He
stammered then said, “ Would you like some ice cream.”
We all said, “ Yes”
We went to Ben and Jerry’s ice cream store and I got chocolate and Mike and dean got
chocolate chip dough. We ate it so fast because I hadn’t eaten ice cream for a long time.
We went back to school the new teacher was so nice she was very patient with me, As I
am not the smartest person in the world. At lunch I felt like I still was the biggest and the
most useful now. Dean no longer he is a nerd because he just had saved the school but
nobody knew. Mike had a lot of friends, but he usually will eat lunch with me and play
basketball after he ate lunch with us. When we are eating lunch we would talk about the
ice cream and the feelings they had. After all that was the only adventure they had had.
Or maybe they can have another adventure if there is another chance they would go for it.

